
WORKSHEET for DIVING OFFICIALS 
 

POINTS Referee’s Call Judge’s Call POINTS 
10 Excellent Excellent: 

No visible flaws – approach, hurdle, height, distance, 
execution and entry all exceptional. 

10 

8½–9½ Very Good Very Good: 
Approach, hurdle, height distance or entry slightly 
affected.  Execution well–defined. 

8½–9½ 

7–8 Good  Good:  
Approach and hurdle unaffected; height and distance 
acceptable; execution defined, entry controlled but 
slightly affected. 

7–8 

5–6½ Satisfactory Satisfactory:  
Approach and hurdle acceptable; height and distance 
adequate; execution complete and entry slightly over or 
under. 

5–6½ 

2½–4½ Deficient 
Incorrect hand(s)/arm(s) position on entry 
Maximum 4 ½ points  

 

Deficient: 
Approach and hurdle affected; height and distance 
inadequate; execution affected and entry over or under. 
1. Diver partially alters the position of the dive 
2. Diver enters the water with one or both hands above 

the shoulders on a dive requiring a feet-first entry or 
with one or both hands below the shoulders on a dive 
requiring a head-first entry. 

2½–4½ 

½–2 Unsatisfactory  
Maximum 2 points 
1. Dive done in another position 
2. Diver hits board 
3. Diver does not attempt out of tuck or pike position 
4. Diver does not attempt out of the twist 
5. Diver does not hold correct body position on any 

flying one somersault dives, or flying one and a half 
somersault dives. 

Unsatisfactory:  
Approach and hurdle affected; height and distance 
inadequate; execution not complete or broken 
position, entry significantly affected. 

½–2 

0 Failed Dive 
1. Incorrect dive 
2. No starting position 
3. Falls in water 
4. Assisted in dive 
5. No pike before twist on 5111B, 5411B 
6. Wrong end enters first 
7. Over or under twist 
8. Repeated dive 
9. Step off board after starting 

10. Two (2) balks 
11. Required dive not performed 
12. Dive not in table 
13. Additional bounce(s) after culminating hurdle 

Failed Dive: 
Judge should award a “0” score if he or she believes 
the dive was a failed dive, but the referee did not call it. 

0 

Referee:  
2 point deduction from each judge’s score if: 
1. Violation of forward approach 
2. Does not declare a standing forward takeoff 
3. Balk 
Diver disqualification if: 
1. not sincere attempt 
2. dives too difficult 
3. unnecessary delays 
4. unsportsmanlike behavior 

Judge: 
½ – 2 point deduction if: 
1. Not stopping oscillation before or after starting position is assumed 
2. Excessive oscillation 
3. Foot/feet leaving the board prior to back/inward takeoff 
4. Knees spread in tuck position outside the shoulders 
5. Entering to side of board 
6. Twist from board 
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